Acquisition of motor memory determines the interindividual variability of learning-induced plasticity in the primary motor cortex.
Acquisition of new motor skills induces plastic reorganization in the primary motor cortex (M1). Previous studies have demonstrated the increases in the M1 excitability through motor skill learning. However, this M1 reorganization is highly variable between individuals even though they improve their skill performance through the same training protocol. To reveal the source of this interindividual variability, we examined the relationship between an acquisition of memory-guided feedforward movements and the learning-induced increases in the M1 excitability. Twenty-eight subjects participated in experiment 1. We asked subjects to learn a visuomotor tracking task. The subjects controlled a cursor on a PC monitor to pursue a target line by performing ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion. In experiment 1, we removed the online visual feedback provided by the cursor movement once every six trials, which enabled us to assess whether the subjects could perform accurate memory-guided movements. Motor-evoked potentials (MEP) were elicited in the tibialis anterior muscle by transcranial magnetic stimulation of the relevant M1 before and after the learning of the visuomotor tracking task and after half the trials. We found that the MEP amplitude was increased along with the improvement in memory-guided movements. In experiment 2 ( n = 10), we confirmed this relationship by examining whether the improvement in memory-guided movements induces increases in MEP amplitude. The results of this study indicate that the plastic reorganization of the M1 induced by the learning of a visuomotor skill is associated with the acquisition of memory-guided movements. NEW & NOTEWORTHY Acquisition of novel motor skills increases excitability of the primary motor cortex (M1). We recently reported that the amount of increases in the M1 excitability is highly variable between individuals even though they learned the same skill to the similar extent, yet the sources of this interindividual variability still remain unclear. The present study revealed that this interindividual variability is associated with whether individuals acquire a motor memory, which enables them to produce accurate memory-guided movements.